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Lets start with the one website that has official Graphisoft -provided ArchiCAD objects BIMcomponents.com. This

website is Graphisofts platform for sharing GDL content. From generic and standard models to more manufacture-
specific products, the site hosts thousands of free downloads and uses ArchiCAD objects to help out designers,

engineers, and other industry professionals. While youre at it, you might want to pick up the Architectural
Schemas course on this website. This gives you a good overview of most of the ArchiCAD components youll

encounter and youll be able to set up tasks, assign models, add components, and more. For instance, if youre
using the DWG Viewer you need to be able to know what the various model types are in a DWG file because theyre
specific to the program and will most likely not work in any other program. So you need to know what they are in a

DWG file and Architectural Schemas will tell you. So, if the missing parts are definitely from 6.5, try adding the
library when you open the file (when the library manager warning pops up) and not after the file is fully loaded. I

have seen instances where ArchiCAD wont replace the missing parts after the file is open. If some of the parts are
replaced, but not others, then that suggests that those missing parts are not from the standard library. You should

be able to select one and see what it is supposed to be. The ArchiCAD 15 Object Library is very well done. It
includes many aspects of CAD and GDL tools. the site has a lot of free downloads of common models as well as
many in-house ArchiCAD models. The site hosts a lot of tutorials as well as reference material. If you need some

assistance, they have a forum also.
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